
GigaWorks T20 Series II 

2.0 Multimedia Speakers 

 

 

Overview 

 

Professionally Designed for Hi-fi Music Playback 

The new GigaWorks T20 Series II propels audio enjoyment to a whole new level of acoustic 

fidelity - over its award-winning predecessor, the GigaWorks T20. 

This two-way speaker design comes with BasXPort™ technology, delivering excellent full 

range audio with rich extended bass, eliminating the need for an actual subwoofer. The silk 

dome tweeter with woven glass fiber driver produces crystal clear highs with full-bodied 

midrange for an unrivalled acoustic experience. 

A perfect complement to your lifestyle, the stylish GigaWorks T20 Series II is built to 

recreate realistic live music experience in your home, giving you rich, full audio like no 

other. 



Design 

Two-way Design 

Ingeniously designed for enhanced bass without the need for a subwoofer, the tweeter and 

mid-range driver layout help deliver balanced and natural audio. 

Glass Fiber Cone Driver 

The high-performance driver delivers natural and accurate lower frequency response - ideal 

for music of any genre. It can also withstand high temperature and humidity levels without 

affecting its damping properties. 

Cloth Dome Tweeter 

Dedicated tweeter that gives you crystal clear highs, complete with wide-spatial imaging. 

BasXPort Technology 

The BasXPort is acoustically engineered to enhance the lower frequency range by efficiently 

channelling sound waves from the inner chamber to the soundstage. This allows the speaker 

to deliver a more pronounced mid-range for a warmer, natural playback. 

Convenient Front Access to Key Functions 

Get the bass, treble and volume you want with the easily manoeuvred controls. For private 

listening, simply plug in your headphones. The Auxiliary-In port also makes connecting to 

external devices, such as your Creative MP3 players, more convenient than ever. 

 

Connectivity 

 

Extend Your Entertainment Options 

Use the dual RCA-to-stereo adapter and connect the speakers to your LCD TV, DVD player 

or gaming console and enjoy solid audio entertainment. 

 
 

 



 
 

Specifications 

 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 

Satellite: 88.0 x 143.0 x 230.0 mm (3.46 x 5.63 x 9.06 inches), Cord: Approx 1.5m 

System Configuration 

2.0 system 

Connector Type 

Line-In, AUX-in 

Color 

Black 

Design 

2-Driver Design 

 

Package Contents 

 A pair of stereo speakers 
 Stereo-to-stereo cable (2m) 
 Dual RCA-to-stereo adapter (TV adapter) 
 AC power adapter 
 Quick Start Guide 
 Warranty and Technical Support Booklet 

 


